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* Note: Since many parents respondents were not proficient in the English Language, therefore in order to collect their views and perception, the investigator himself translated the interview schedule for parents into Punjabi Language. Which has been appended with the thesis in the form of APPENDIX F*
Please read the following questions carefully and answer in detail. Kindly donot leave any question unanswered

SECTION – A

GENERAL GROWTH & DEVELOPMENT

Q1: Why did you choose engineering profession for your ward? Comment

Q2: Has your ward got admission on merit basis? If not then how?

Q3: Has your ward got admission in the desired trade and in the desired institution?

Q4: Which type of institutions (Public / Private) do you prefer for your ward to get admission? Why?

Q5: Do you favour the government’s policy of allowing the private initiative in engineering education. Justify your answer

Q6: Do you think that clash of entrance test dates effects the students success in getting admission in engineering colleges in anyway? Explain.

SECTION – B

QUALITY

Q7: Do you think that the quality of engineering education provided in the college where your ward is studying is satisfactory? If not, why?

Q8: In your opinion, what should be the admission procedure for students in engineering colleges? Explain

Q9: Does your ward feel any language problem with respect to medium of instruction? Explain
SECTION – C
EQUITY

Q10: Do you think that the chances of admission in engineering colleges are available to all the sections of society, equally? Comment
Q11: Do you think that engineering institutions provide additional facilities to the needy and meritorious students?
Q12: Do you feel that engineering education is accessible only to elite classes? Comment.

SECTION – D
FINANCE

Q13: Do you feel that you can fulfill the financial liabilities of your ward easily? Explain
Q14: Were you forced to pay extra money to the institution for getting admission for your ward? If yes, why?
Q15: Are you in favour of the provision of the management seats in engineering courses? Justify your answer
Q16: Does the institution where your ward is studying provides any financial benefits to the needy students? Explain.

SECTION – E
PLACEMENT

Q17: What is your opinion about job opportunities for your ward? Comment
Q18: Are the chances of placement of your ward available in your own state? Explain
Q19: Why do engineering graduates prefer to go abroad? Explain in detail